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In urban railway environments, in many respects, the problem of tramcars passing small radius arches appears
to be topical. In this regard, the authors proposed that the wheelsets should be complemented on the outer side of
the wheels with a second tread of a lower radius, intended exclusively for ride in arches of the track with a radius
which the conventional wheelsets cannot even theoretically pass without creep (subject of patent application
a201701589). The complemented wheel tread enters into operation (or out of action) as a result of passing over a
specially shaped rail located in the intersections before and behind the small radius arc. In this process, there is a
change in the wheel-rail contact location - similar to what is commonly used when riding on a facing rail located
in the immediate vicinity of the point frog. The paper deals with the comparison of these two cases based on a
simulation analysis of vehicle ride in the calculation program.
Keywords: rail-wheel contact point relocation, point frog, double tread, small radius track

Introduction
Rolling stock operated in the urban railways environment is a significant, efficient and environmentally friendly mass transit system that forms an indispensable part
of modern cities. One of the demands placed on trams is
the transition through arcs of very small radii. In many
European cities, on tracks with a gauge of 1000 mm,
where curves with a radius of 50 m are common, under
arduous conditions, arches of the track with a radius of 18
m and more are built, with a requirement for the vehicle
design to be able to pass a track with a curve of 17 m. [4,
11].
The requirement to pass through a strongly curved
section of the track is a major technical problem [3, 13],
since in such sections of the track an increased vehicle
resistance [20], wear of the wheel-rail pair [5, 18] and noise [26] of the vehicle appears. The current, in practice
widely used solutions include, in particular, intensive lubrication of the curved sections of a track [12, 14] along
with the use of the noise-absorbing elements in the fastening of the rails [23, 24] - that is to say, a measure eliminating the adverse consequences without affecting the
cause thereof.
In bogie design, independent wheels mounted in the
subframe are commonly used [9]. Although this concept
may improve arc passage under certain circumstances, it
requires a complicated electronic-mechanical steering
system [9, 19] to ensure a correct ride, both in the arc and
in the straight track.
In order to provide a simple and at the same time a
fully-fledged solution for the passage of the vehicle
through the track arc, the authors team proposed own solution (Figure 1, Figure 2), expanding the possibilities of
rolling a wheelset consisting of a single rigid body. The
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design solution is to add a new tread to the outside of the
wheels. The added tread has a smaller radius, it is intended solely for the ride in the arches of the track with a
radius that the conventional wheelsets cannot even theoretically overcome without creep. This solution, which is
the subject of the patent application [7], has been
described in detail in the paper [15].
When such a wheelset is entering the arc, the wheelrail contact point location changes - similar to the usual
practice used for ride in the facing rails, located in the immediate vicinity of the point frog [2]. The aim of the paper is to provide a comparison of these two cases by simulation analysis of vehicle driving in the calculation
program [1].

The method of passing a wheelset with additional tread through an arc of a low radius
The proposed solution is based on the relation defining the minimum radius of the track arc R [mm], which
can be used by the conventional wheelsets to pass theoretically without creep:
2sr
R=
,
(1)
∆r
where 2s [mm] - distance of the wheelset junction circles;
r [mm] - nominal radius of the wheel; Δr [mm] - the difference between the instant rolling radius of the left and
right wheels of the wheel when the track channel clearance is exhausted.
The shape of the wheel tread is, as a rule, specific to
the transport company of each city, taking into account
specific traffic requirements. Modern profiles with proven good ride performance include, among other, the KP1 profile [25], the characteristics of which can be shown
by the following considerations: tramline wheelset, radius
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r = 340 mm, located in a rail with the NT1 profile, reaching the distance of the contact circles 2s = 1061,9 mm
and the value Δr = 5,5 mm is according formula (1) theoretically able to pass the arc with a radius R = 65,64 m
without creep, which is in insufficient in urban conditions, such as the turnover and some crossings.
The minimization of the variable R in relation (1) in
the proposed solution is realized by increasing the
fraction denominator, while not affecting the existing geometry of the wheel profile. The relationship (1) is modificated to the form (2), the solution described is shown in
Fig. 1a) and Fig. 1b).
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(2s + y )r
,
(2)
∆r + z
where 2s [mm] - distance of the wheelset contact circles;
y [mm] - the lateral displacement of the complemented
wheel tread r [mm] - nominal radius of the wheel; Δr
[mm] - the difference between the instantaneous rolling
radius of the left and right wheels of the wheel when the
track channel clearance is exhausted; z [mm] - distance of
the vertical displacement of the complemented wheel
tread.
R=

Fig. 1 Wheelset with complemented tread, (a) during ride in track according to (1); (b) during ride in track according
to (2); c) distribution of the radius of the track arc in terms of the possibility of its overcoming by rolling
The arc of the track of a lesser radius than the relationship (1) defines, is solved specifically - the inner rail is
shifted in a vertical and lateral direction about the same
values as is the complementary wheel tread shifted from
the original one. The complemented wheel tread enters
into operation (or acts out of action) as a result of passing
over a specially shaped rail located in the track transition
curve in places with a radius according to the relationship
(1) before (or behind) the small radius curve. In this way,
it is possible for the wheelset to create sufficient wheel
radius difference when passing an arc. The desired, resp.
the achievable value Δr depending on the radius of the arc
of the track is graphically shown in Fig. 1c).

In Fig. 2 is a situation that needs to be evaluated in
terms of phenomena occurring in the wheel-rail contact.
As an analogous situation we can consider a ride through
a facing rail, in common practice located in the immediate
vicinity of the point frog of urban railways.

The method of passing the wheelset through a
frog
One of the specifics of city railways is the way the
wheel passes through the frog of the point. This process
[2] differs fundamentally from conventional railways [6].
The tramline wheel has a smaller width, so it cannot
safely create a two-point contact of the wheel tread with
the tip of the frog and the wing rail necessary to overcome
the gap created for the flange during the ride in a turning
as it is commonly used in the conventional rail environment. The passage of a railway wheel through a point frog
together with the comparison of the width of the railway
[22] and the tramline wheel [25] is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Visualization of an entry into a small radius curve
in a location defined by the relationship (1) with drawing of a trajectory of the contact location on the surface of the rail belts
In the described process, the wheel- rail contact location is changed from the original tread to the complemented part as shown in Fig. 2. The trajectories are drawn on
the surface of the track belts where they are in contact
with the passing wheelset obtained on the basis of the vehicle simulation analysis described in Chapter 4. The trajectory shows the ride of the first wheelset of the vehicle.
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Fig. 3 Visualization of railway wheel passage through a
point frog
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Before passing a frog, the tramline wheel moves its
contact point from the tread to the flange by passing it
through the facing rail, then passes through the frog on
the flange, allowing the wheel tread to pass over the gap
created for the flange for ride to a deviation. Subsequently, a contact point is then transferred from the flange
back to the tread thanks to the facing rail. The visualization of the passage of the tramline wheel through a city
railway point frog is shown in Fig. 4. The trajectories are
drawn on the surface of the track belts where they are in
contact with the passing wheelset, obtained on the basis
of the simulation analysis of the vehicle's ride described
in detail in Chapter 4. The displayed trajectory documents
the ride of the first wheelset of the vehicle.
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the exception that the vehicle being considered in the simulation analysis is equipped with bogies with a mechanism for steering the wheelsets to a radial position in accordance to the angle between the bogie frame and the
vehicle body. A detailed description of the vehicle simulation model has been published in publications [8].
Passing the investigated track sections with a gauge of
1000 mm is considered at a constant speed of 10 km/h
without driving and braking forces. In the case of passing
a point frog, the ride on a straight track is considered, the
facing rails and the frog are located on the right rail. The
facing rails have a length of 800 mm, a longitudinal slope
of the bottom of the groove of 1:32, the length of the
rolling edge curvature run-out 600 mm [2]. To create the
variable geometry of each facing rail, 9 profiles of cross
section were created in a specific structure necessary to
ensure compatibility with the computational program
[16]. The following section, representing the frog, has a
length of 1000 mm, with a crossing at the centre of this
section including a gap for the flange for a ride into deviation. The crossing angle of the rails of 23° represents a
sudden change in rail geometry. For a correct processing
of this change in the calculation program, it was necessary
to define 101 cross-sections in the section of crossing ±
250 mm. The described track section is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 Visualization of the frog part of the point of the
city railways with the trajectory drawing of the position
of its contact with the passing wheelset
From the principle of passing the frog used by the
tram wheel, it follows that the kinematic excitation of the
vehicle is inevitably involved in this process, as the facing
rail can be considered as a 14.6 mm high track unevenness. There is also a change in the rolling radius of the
wheel given by the height of the flange and consequently
to the change of the quantity Δr, thus the wheelset has the
tendency to roll over the curved trajectory, the radius of
which can be determined from the relation (1) modified
to the following form:
(2s − y)r
R=
,
(3)
∆r + h
where 2s [mm] - distance of the wheelset’s contact circles; y [mm] - the distance of the wheel contact circle during ride on the flange from its nominal position r [mm] nominal radius of the wheel; Δr [mm] - the difference
between the instantaneous rolling radius of the left and
right wheels when the track channel clearance is exhausted; h [mm] - height of the flange.
Comparison of the ride of wheelset with the added
tread into an arc of small radius and the passage of the
wheelset through facing rail and the frog was realized by
simulation analysis of the vehicle's ride in a calculation
program.

Simulation analysis of the vehicle ride
In the simulation analysis, a ride of a vehicle similar
to T3 tram with its parameters [10] is contemplated, with
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Fig. 5 The track considered in the simulation when passing a point frog
In the case of an arc entry through a specially shaped
rail allowing the transfer of the point of contact from the
wheel tread to the complemented part, the ride in the clothoidal transition curve connecting the straight track with
a right-hand rotated arc of a radius of 25 m is considered.
The length of the transition curve is 10 m, it is a tilted arc,
where the beginning of the superelevation sine ramp is
located in a straight line 5 m before the beginning of the
transition curve. The superelevation of the outer rail belt
in the arc is 33.6 mm. Basically, this is a geometric arc
solution based on the standard [21].
The shaped portion of the rail, i.e. the inner rail of the
length of 1.5 m, is designed so that when being passed
over, there is no vertical deflection of the passing wheel.
The run-out of the original rail tread, as well as the onset
of the new tread, have a length of 750 mm and a longitudinal slope of 1: 250. The moment when the contact point
is moved in theory occurs when the half-length of the shaped rail is passed. In order to create a variable geometry
of the shaped rail, 12 profiles of the cross section were
created in the specific structure necessary to ensure compatibility with the calculation program [16]. The
described section of the line is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Track considered in simulation when entering a
small radius curve
Vehicle ride described by track sections was simulated in Simpack 9.10.1. [17]. The results obtained in the
monitored quantities are given in Chapter 5.

Comparison of calculated parameters courses
In order to compare the course of selected parameters
of vehicle effects on the track, it is necessary to harmonize their time track, or another independent variable. In
the presented graphs, the independent variable is the
distance travelled by the vehicle along the track shown in
Fig. 5 and 6, where the zero value of the distance travelled
is the place where the first contact of the flange with the
bottom of the groove, or the complemented tread and the
shifted rail belt on the first wheelset of the vehicle,
occurred.
The selected parameters of the wheel-rail contacts of
the first bogie of the vehicle passing through the monitored track section are presented. In the following graphs
(Figures 7 to 11), the shortened denomination of individual wheels is used:
1L – left wheel of the first wheelset,1R – right wheel
of the first wheelset,
2L – left wheel of the second wheelset, 2R – right wheel
of the second wheelset.

Fig. 8 Courses of angles of attack on the individual wheels of the front bogie
From Fig. 8 it can be deduced that in both cases there
is a certain oscillation being induced in the vehicle. More
significant increase in the angles of attack occurs on the
first wheelset, reaching almost 2°. Entering the arc causes
a larger increase in the angles of attack on the second
wheelset, but the values do not reach 0.5°.

Fig. 9 Course of the lateral creep velocities on the individual wheels of the front bogie
Fig. 9 shows the course of lateral creep speed in the
contact point. Extremely high values, approaching 100
mm.s-1, are achieved when passing through the frog. They
are caused by the wheelset deflection from the position
perpendicular to the track axis as a consequence of its
rolling according to relation (3), although it is running in
a straight track. A significantly more favourable course of
the observed magnitude is reached when entering an arc
where it does not exceed 15 mm.s-1.

Fig. 7 Lateral forces on the individual wheels of the
front bogie
Fig. 7 shows the course of the guiding forces during
ride through the monitored track section. In the case of
passing through a frog, it is possible to see the moment
when the wheel enters the facing rail, which is manifested
by the increase of the guiding forces at the point s = -0.8
m. At the point s = 1.3 m, it is possible to see a sharp
increase in the steering force caused by the re-positioning
of the contact location on the tread. Changing the contact
point when entering the arc also causes a certain increase
in the steering force, but it is milder.
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Fig. 10 Course of the longitudinal creep velocities on
the individual wheels of the front bogie
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The importance of the specially shaped rail geometry
as well as the correctness of the proposed solution
described by the relation (2) confirms the comparison of
the longitudinal creep speeds shown in Fig. 10.
Changing of the contact point location in the process
of passing a frog causes extremely high creep velocities
values, which on some wheels exceed 100 mm.s-1. The
entry into the track arc causes some increase in the longitudinal creep velocity, which for example on the attacking
wheel is approaching 40 mm.s-1, but this increase occurs
before changing the contact point. At the moment of moving the contact point from one area to the part added, the
creep velocity decreases, which in the next part of the monitored section is approaching zero values.
A significant point of view on the described problem
is also the intensity of the vehicle's impact on the track,
directly affecting the service life of the contact surfaces.
Fig. 11 shows the course of the wear number Wp [ N ] ,
i.e., the quantity predicting the intensity of the interaction
of the contact pair given by:

Wp = Tx .wx + Ty .wy + M z .ϕ z ,

(4)

where Tx [N] - the longitudinal creep force; wx [-] - longitudinal creepage; Ty [N] - lateral creep force; wy [-] lateral creepage; M z [Nm] - creep torque; ϕ z [m-1] - spin
creepage.
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means of the designed, specially shaped rails takes place
in a more favourable way, in terms of the steering forces,
the angles of attack and the creep velocities. From the
wear point of view, it is possible to assume a nearly 4 times longer service life of the proposed shaped rail than
the one of a frog point.
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